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1. General data   

Purpose and objectives of the project: Monitor and inform the public about media 

behavior during the election campaign and the access of the candidates to the media. 

The aim of monitoring is to analyze reporting trends that may affect the performance 

of media outlets and compromise their ability to provide accurate, unbiased and 

pluralistic information to the public.   

  

Monitoring period: September 20- October 19, 2019 

  

Criteria for selecting the media outlets to be monitored:   

• audience/impact—national, regional;  

• media type—audiovisual;  

• form of ownership—public, private;  

• broadcasting language—Romanian, Russian.  

 
List of the monitored media outlets: 
 

Moldova 1 (19:00) – public television, national coverage, broadcasts in Romanian 
and Russian; 

Prime TV (21:00) – private television, national coverage, broadcasts in Romanian 
and Russian; 

Publika TV (17:00) – private television, national coverage, broadcasts in Romanian 
and Russian;  

Jurnal TV (19:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in Romanian 
and Russian; 

NTV Moldova (19:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in 
Romanian and Russian; 

RTR Moldova (19:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in 
Russian and Romanian; 

TV 8 (19:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in Romanian and 
Russian; 

Pro TV (20:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in Romanian; 
Accent TV (20:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts in Romanian 

and Russian; 
Televiziunea Centrală (20:00) – private television, regional coverage, broadcasts 

in Romanian and Russian. 
 

 
2. Methodological framework   

  

The full content of the main daily newscasts on each TV station was monitored, and  
items with a direct or an indirect election character were analyzed by content and 



            

context to determine whether they were favorable or unfavorable to a party or political 
entity. In addition, the items were analyzed according to the following criteria:   

Impartiality and objectivity/political partisanship. According to the Journalist's 

Code of Ethics, news must be impartial and objective and not favor certain 

parties/groups/persons to the detriment of others. The presence of discriminatory 

elements in reports and news items is a primary criterion for subjective reporting. News 

screening and a minimal analysis of background and context also contribute to 

presenting the interests of certain actors and not of the public at large.  

Fairness and balance of sources/pluralism of opinion. In order to be fair and 

balanced, news items must present the perspectives of all parties concerned, 

especially when it comes to controversial subjects, and must treat opponents equally. 

In addition, the media must provide access to a variety of opinions to help viewers 

create their own opinions about what has happened.  

Language and images used. Deliberate exaggerations and obscene language such 

as pejoratives or labeling as well as images manipulated so that certain parties 

appear in a negative light raise serious questions about compliance with ethical and 

professional standards. The ethical behavior of journalists is most often questioned 

when images display aspects that do not correspond to reality, when they are 

simulated, and also when news stories are illustrated with images unrelated to the 

text.   

 
3. Monitoring data 
 
Moldova 1 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, the public television Moldova 1 actively covered 
in its newscasts the election topics, which were presented in two separate sections: 
“General Local Elections 2019” and “New Parliamentary Elections 2019”. In the eight 
newscasts, Moldova 1 broadcast 53 materials about the elections. Most of them 
focused on the candidates’ campaigns, on presenting their election programs, and on 
the problems and solutions proposed by them. 

Moldova 1 provided news coverage of both the election campaign for the position of 
mayor of Chisinau and of the campaign for the vacant MP seats. Tangentially, the 
public television referred to a candidate from Comrat and another from Causeni. Most 
of the news items covered the events dedicated to the election competitors’ launch in 
the campaign, their priorities, the identification of problems and the presentation of 
solutions for them. Moldova 1 also presented the results of the sociological surveys 
published during this period, as well as the monitoring reports released by the civil 
society. Most news items referred to the campaign for general local elections in 
Chisinau – about 60% of the total. 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

Of the 53 election news stories broadcast by Moldova 1 during this period, the majority 
presented information in an objective and impartial manner. There were no significant 
deviations from deontological standards, which might lead to the distortion of 
information, nor there were problems related to the separation of facts from opinions. 



            

The journalist seemed biased only in one news story: in the newscast of September 
20, in the news story about the achievements of the new Ministry of Internal Affairs 
(MIA) in its first 100 days, three sources are cited, all referring to the successes of this 
institution. The news was not balanced with “voices” presenting a different point of 
view. One of the sources was the Minister of Internal Affairs, the candidate of the 
ACUM/PPDA/PAS bloc for the position of mayor of Chisinau, Andrei Nastase. The 
positive context of the news is favorable to the candidate Andrei Nastase. It should be 
noted that in other relevant news stories, one or two sources were usually cited, if the 
material was of controversial nature. The vast majority of the election competitors were 
presented or mentioned in a neutral context. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

The public television Moldova 1 provided airtime for the majority of candidates. 
However, most news stories presented the opinion of a single source (the primary 
source of the news), without citing a second source and/or supplementing the material 
with context information. 29 news stories had a single source, mostly election 
candidates. Most of the times the news presented candidates for the position of mayor 
of Chisinau municipality, as follows: Ion Ceban (Party of Socialists of Moldova (PSRM)) 
– 7 times, Andrei Nastase (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) and Dorin Chirtoaca (Liberal Party (PL)) 
– 5 times each. Ivan Diacov, the candidate of “Our Party” (PN), Octavian Ticu, the 
candidate of the Party of National Unity (PUN), and Vladimir Cebotari from the 
Democratic Party (PDM) were mentioned/cited in three news stories each. The other 
candidates for the position of Chisinau mayor were mentioned/cited twice or once. 

In the context of the new parliamentary elections 2019, all candidates have been 
mentioned at least once. News stories were made only from the conferences/events 
held by Ion Terguta, the candidate of the ACUM Bloc in the election district no. 17, and 
by independent candidates in the election district no. 50, Ion Dron and Ilie Rotaru. 
Galina Sajin, the candidate of the ACUM Bloc in the same district, was mentioned in a 
separate news story in the context of violation of the election legislation. 

In nine news stories, candidates were accused of certain violations, and six of them 
presented the opinion of the second party. The following news stories were 
unbalanced: the one in which Galina Sajin (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) is accused of 
appearing during the election campaign alongside Prime Minister Maia Sandu, in 
footage shot with the Parliament in the background (September 26); the one in which 
Ion Terguta (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) claims that in Nisporeni a road was repaired from 
public money twice (September 26); and the one about the independent candidate 
Ruslan Codreanu, who appealed against the Central Election Commission decision 
not to register him for running in elections (September 27). 

From the perspective of ensuring gender equality, the report was unfavorable to 
women, who were cited 3 times, while men were cited 50 times. 

The language and images used 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, the newscasts of the public television Moldova 
1 did not use discriminatory language in stories about election competitors or footage 
capable of distorting the reality and of creating preconditions to cast doubt on 
compliance with ethical and professional standards. 

 

 



            

Prime TV 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, Prime TV broadcast 24 materials about 
elections in its main daily newscast. The television included such news in the sections 
General Local Elections 2019 and New Parliamentary Elections 2019. In these special 
sections, the station covered both general topics related to the election process, such 
as the approval by the Central Election Commission of the ballot forms, the official start 
of the election campaign for general local elections and new parliamentary elections, 
establishment of the candidates’ order in the ballot, and several materials about the 
candidates running for the Chisinau Mayor’s Office.  In the section New Parliamentary 
Elections 2019, Prime TV covered the results of two opinion polls showing the political 
preferences of voters. At least five stories indirectly related to elections, which 
mentioned and/or cited some candidates, were shown outside the sections dedicated 
to elections. 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

Most often, Prime TV covered the topics concerning the election process and the 
launching of candidates into the campaign in an objective and impartial manner. 
However, in six cases fairness in the presentation of election topics was affected, when 
journalists resorted to labeling, comments, or assessments of the facts related to the 
election campaign. For example, on September 26 an opinion poll was interpreted as 
follows: “The PPDA’s chances to get into the Parliament will increase only if Nastase 
continues to go hand in hand with the PAS led by Maia Sandu ….”  In several cases, 
this television had a tendentious coverage of certain competitors. These are the 
materials about the appeal filed by the businessmen Victor and Viorel Topa to the 
Supreme Court of Justice, about the government being accused of “attacking” two 
televisions, or about the attempted murder of the former leader of the Democratic 
Party. All these materials mention the name of the ACUM candidate Andrei Nastase, 
who even appeared on the screen when it was irrelevant from the editorial point of 
view, since this person had no direct connection to the topics covered. 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, Prime TV did not openly favor any candidate for 
the position of mayor of Chisinau, covering the majority of them in a relatively neutral 
manner in the news stories that concerned them. However, the ACUM/PPDA/PAS 
candidate Andrei Nastase was disfavored by means of tendentious coverage of news 
about him, by his constant direct and indirect appearances in newscasts, and by the 
exclusively negative context of news. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

During the monitored period, Prime TV mentioned and/or cited in direct election news 
stories all the candidates that had joined the election campaign for the general local 
elections and/or those who were or were not registered to run in elections. In news 
stories about conflicts, which concerned several candidates (Andrei Nastase of 
ACUM/PPDA/PAS, Valeriu Munteanu of the Save Bessarabia Union (USB), Dorin 
Chirtoaca of the Liberal Party (PL), and Ion Ceban of the Party of Socialists (PSRM)), 
this television did not always ensure balance of sources or pluralism of opinion. 
Specifically, in four cases journalists din not present the opinion of the second party, 
mentioning instead that the latter did not answer the phone to comment on the 
accusation/statement. They did not try to find alternative sources to confirm or disprove 
the allegations. 



            

None of the candidates received preferential treatment in election news, so there was 
no obvious political partisanship. Candidates were cited and/or mentioned in election 
news stories as follows: Ion Ceban (PSRM) – 9 times; Andrei Nastase 
(ACUM/PPDA/PAS) and Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) – 8 times each; Valeriu Munteanu (USB) 
– 7 times; Victor Chironda (New Force Movement (F9)) – 5 times; Ruslan Codreanu 
(independent candidate) and Octavian Ticu (National Union Party (PUN)) – 4 times 
each. The other candidates were cited or mentioned two or three times each. 

In the case of materials about the new parliamentary elections, PSRM, PAS, PPDA, 
PDM, and the Shor Party were mentioned twice each, and PCRM – once. Also, the 
names of Marina Tauber and Reghina Apostolova (Shor Party) appeared 5 and 4 times 
respectively in the relevant news, being mentioned as candidates for the position of 
councilors to the mayor of Orhei municipality. 

In terms of gender, the ratio of sources was net in favor of men (68 versus 19). 

The language and images used  

The language used by Prime TV in the news about the election process and about the 
majority of candidates registered and not registered to run for elections was neutral, 
and the archive footage was properly marked. It should be noted that the video in some 
of the materials outside the sections dedicated to elections (businessmen Victor and 
Viorel Topa filing an appeal to the Supreme Court of Justice, the attempted murder of 
Vladimir Plahotniuc, or the government being accused of intimidating the media) shows 
the candidate of ACUM/PPDA/PAS Andrei Nastase, although it is irrelevant for the 
topic. 

 

Publika TV 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, the television station Publika TV broadcast 21 
news stories related to elections. Almost all were included in the separate sections 
General Local Elections 2019 (16 materials) or New Parliamentary Elections 2019 (2 
materials). Most of them concerned the candidates’ launch into the election campaign 
for the position of mayor of Chisinau municipality, the election priorities of candidates, 
and accusations made by some candidates against others. In three cases, Publika TV 
broadcast materials indirectly related to elections, which were not included into the 
election bloc. These mainly targeted Andrei Nastase, the candidate of 
ACUM/PPDA/PAS for the position of mayor of Chisinau municipality: “Andrei Nastase 
presented his ministerial report” (September 20); “Quarrels between allies in ACUM,” 
which focused on Nastase’s announcing he would participate in the campaign for local 
elections in Chisinau (September 21); and “The Report of the Maia Sandu 
Government,” in which Publika TV also referred to Andrei Nastase (September 24). 

Many of the election news stories broadcast by Publika TV were biased and did not 
fully meet the requirements of the Journalist’s Code of Ethics. The journalists’ mixing 
of facts with opinions in the presentation of information has disadvantaged some 
candidates and advantages others. An example is the material under the headline 
“Andrei Nastase presented his report” (September 20): “After 100 days in the seat of 
the Minister of Internal Affairs, Andrei Nastase presented his activity report that he read 
from paper. Nastase boasted about several projects that were actually initiated and 
carried out by the former government ...,” “The heads of subdivisions reported on their 
activity, but Andrei Nastase, who sat next to his relative Gheorghe Balan, recently 



            

appointed as interim head of the General Police Inspectorate, kept his eyes on the 
phone more than he listened to his subordinates.” The same technique is found in 
another news story, “Quarrels between allies in ACUM” (September 21, 2019): “The 
situation in the ACUM Bloc is getting tense. Mihai Popsoi MP of PAS claimed that the 
leader of the PPDA is the joint candidate of the two parties for the Chisinau Mayor’s 
Office. The announcement set Nastase on edge, and he gave a sharp reply to the 
fellow member of the bloc.” 

Publika TV changed accents in some materials, thus distorting reality. For example, in 
the story about the Romanian Popular Party (PPR) candidate Vlad Turcanu launching 
into the campaign the journalists mentioned that “from the very beginning of the 
speech, Turcanu criticized the coalition between the Socialists and the ACUM Bloc,” 
while in fact Turcanu only said that “the Socialists should not be allowed to win in the 
capital,” without directly criticizing the PSRM-ACUM coalition. 

On the other hand, the story about Vladimir Cebotari, the PDM candidate for the 
position of Chisinau mayor, favored him by means of the manner of coverage and the 
diversity of direct sources cited (Vladimir Cebotari, Pavel Filip, Dumitru Diacov). It 
should be noted that no other news story had so many direct sources. 

Andrei Nastase of ACUM/PPDA/PAS was the protagonist of the most news stories (4 
materials), but in all of them he appeared in negative light. Given that the stories 
concerning Andrei Nastase were related to elections indirectly and did not refer to his 
participation in elections, we conclude that Publika TV used these topics to 
disadvantage him as an election competitor. 

Ion Ceban, the PSRM candidate for the Chisinau Mayor’s Office, appeared in a news 
story in a slightly negative context (“Ceban promises everything under the sun,” 
September 20), and in one story in a neutral context (“Ceban is not afraid of Chirtoaca,” 
where the PSRM candidate replies to Dorin Chirtoaca’s accusation that he allegedly 
used administrative resources for his campaign, September 27). In his turn, Dorin 
Chirtoaca of the PL was referred to in two news stories. In one of them (“Launching 
into the campaign,” September 22) he was presented in neutral light, while in the 
second one (“Ceban is not afraid of Chirtoaca,” September 27) he appeared in a 
negative context, as Publika TV focused on the legal issues that Dorin Chirtoaca faces. 

The independent candidate Ruslan Codreanu appeared in three news stories in the 
newscasts of September 25, 26, and 27. All of them referred to his exclusion from the 
election race, and he was presented in neutral and positive light. Victor Chironda, the 
leader of F9 party, was presented in a neutral manner in two new stories (“Launching 
into the campaign,” September 24; “Solutions for road traffic in Chisinau,” September 
26). 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Publika TV cited and/or mentioned in news several candidates in the general local 
elections: Andrei Nastase of ACUM/PPDA/PAS – 4 times; Ruslan Codreanu – 3 times; 
Ion Ceban of PSRM, Dorin Chirtoaca of PL, Victor Chironda of F9 – 2 times each; 
Vladimir Cebotari of PDM, Vlad Turcanu of PPR, and Octavian Ticu of PUN – in 1 story 
each. 

Most of the eight controversial news stories broadcast by Publika TV during the 
reporting period were unbalanced, presented a single opinion, launched various 
accusations, or presented information and details that required replies from the people 
concerned. For example, four news stories about Andrei Nastase presented 



            

information from a single perspective, without asking him for his opinion. In addition, 
Publika TV failed to ensure the right to reply to PSRM and its candidate Ion Ceban in 
the news of September 22, where Vlad Turcanu, the PPR candidate, said that the 
Socialists should not be allowed to win in the capital city. 

This television most of the times in relevant news stories cited men (16), while women 
appeared in less stories (4). 

The language and images used 

Some of the Publika TV materials relevant for this monitoring contained phrases that 
could project a negative image on some election competitors. For example, in the story 
about Andrei Nastase the journalists of Publika TV used such phrases as boasted, 
read from paper. At the same time, the images selected to illustrate the materials about 
Andrei Nastase were always unfavorable, presenting him mostly in negative light 
(scratching the nose or eyes, being aggressive with people). 

 

Jurnal TV  

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, the television station Jurnal TV broadcast a total 
of 19 materials relevant to this monitoring, most of which were news stories directly 
related to elections. The materials directly linked to the election campaign appeared in 
the section Local Elections 2019, and they mainly referred to the registration of 
candidates and their launch into the election race, meetings with voters, activities of 
the Central Election Commission, opinion polls, monitoring reports made by civil 
society, etc. 

Materials directly related to elections concerned some candidate’s activities outside 
the campaign, as well as actions with the involvement of party members, which could 
influence public opinion regarding the candidates of those parties. Such materials 
include news about the interview given by the Minister of Internal Affairs Andrei 
Nastase to a news media outlet from Ukraine (September 24), in which he said that 
the agreement with PSRM should not have been signed; a material about the possible 
restoration of the rights of the former judge Gheorghe Balan (September 24), according 
to which he had been appointed as interim head of the General Police Inspectorate by 
Andrei Nastase; a material about the Minister of Internal Affairs report on the first 100 
days in office (September 20). Other news stories indirectly related to elections referred 
to the poor state of the roads in some districts of the country, and to the prosecutors’ 
reaction to the court decision of placing Marina Tauber under house arrest and 
Reghina Apostolova under judicial control (September 20). 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

During the reporting period, Jurnal TV covered all the activities carried out by election 
competitors, showing fairness in the process of selecting topics for materials about 
election activities. The reports that appeared in the section dedicated to elections 
usually included information about the relevant actions of the candidates, and were 
accompanied by the note that other events or press releases were not 
organized/published on that day. It should be noted that all the materials contained 
only statements regarding the competitors’ election platforms, and did not deliver 
information on the context or experts’ opinions that would have provided a clearer 
picture regarding election promises. 



            

In most cases, the candidates were presented in a neutral manner. Most often, 
materials referred to the election activities of PSRM candidate Ion Ceban (7 times), 
who organized campaign activities almost daily. Next is Andrei Nastase of 
ACUM/PPDA/PAS, who was the protagonist of six news items, both about campaign 
activities and the election process, and about his activity as a minister. These materials 
were neutral, but the ones indirectly related to elections might transfer the positive 
image of Minister Nastase onto the candidate Nastase. The other election competitors 
appeared in materials about campaign activities whenever they organized events, and 
were presented in neutral light. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Jurnal TV cited and/or mentioned several election competitors in relevant news stories. 
The PSRM candidate Ion Ceban appeared the most frequently (7 times), followed by 
Andrei Nastase of ACUM/PPDA/PAS (6 times). Dorin Chirtoaca of PL was 
cited/mentioned in three materials, and the other candidates – once or twice. Most of 
the election materials broadcast by Jurnal TV during the reporting period usually 
presented the candidates’ views on certain issues and cited only candidates. 

In most cases (4 out of 5), Jurnal TV managed to ensure pluralism of opinion and 
balance of sources in controversial materials. In one case, in the story about the 
second repair of a road in Nisporeni district after it was built within the Good Roads for 
Moldova program, the journalists did not ensure balance of sources. This material 
contained critical opinions about the former government and included the speech of 
ACUM/PPDA/PAS candidate Ion Terguta in the Nisporeni election district no. 17, but 
did not present the opinion of authorities, which were accused of money laundering.  

From the gender perspective, this television did not ensure gender balance, citing 31 
male sources versus two female sources. The reason is that the station mainly cited 
candidates in elections, who are men. 

The language and images used  

In the reporting period, the language and images Jurnal TV used in reports about 
elections were in line with the standards of professional ethics. 

 

NTV MOLDOVA 

Involvement in the election campaign 

During the reporting period, the NTV Moldova television station broadcast 16 news 
items that presented candidates in the general local and new parliamentary elections. 
These materials covered positive and neutral topics about the candidates’ promises or 
about the election process, inserted into the section General Local Elections 2019. 

At the same time, outside this section newscasts also had materials in which the PSRM 
candidates for the position of member in the Chisinau Municipal Council appeared in 
an exclusively positive light. These materials spoke in laudatory terms about the 
contribution of the Socialist councilors and MPs to the urban development of the capital 
city. They were cited in contexts where they could tell what they did for the city and 
what plans they had regarding the management of public affairs. 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 



            

Thirteen of 16 relevant news stories referred to the candidates of PSRM, and only three 
to the activities of other candidates. Ten were placed into the section General Local 
Elections 2019, and in six of them, the protagonist was Ion Ceban. The PSRM 
candidate for the position of mayor of Chisinau appeared exclusively in positive light: 
four stories presented his plans for the city, his launch into the campaign, his priorities 
in modernizing the city, the building of parking lots, and construction of a ring road; and 
two stories presented the results of two opinion polls that showed Ion Ceban leading 
in the election race. In both news reports about opinion polls, sociologists commented 
on the result obtained by Ceban: “I would explain it with the fact that he very often 
appears in the media with efficient programs, with concrete solutions, and very often 
he appears in Chisinau. Because people are aware that playgrounds and many 
good things have been done at his initiative, that is with his direct contribution,” 
said Ion Mocanu, the president of the Association of Sociologists and Demographers 
(September 23). Similarly, in the September 25 news report about another opinion poll, 
the reporter used judgments in reference to candidates: “‘While the Socialist candidate 
offers to voters solutions to serious problems, Andrei Nastase is desperately trying not 
to lose the dissatisfied voters of the ACUM Bloc,” says Ian Lisnevschi, the director of 
Intellect Grup.” Thus, by means of the information presented and the judgments made 
by the reporter and the speakers, the candidate Ion Ceban was directly promoted and 
his opponent Andrei Nastase was disadvantaged. The other opponents of Ion Ceban, 
who were reported on in three news stories, were presented in neutral contexts. 

NTV Moldova also visibly promoted other PSRM candidates in the local elections. 
Outside the special section, a news story about the mayor of Cotiujeni village from 
Briceni district was broadcast, in which Mayor Mihail Ursu, PSRM candidate, thanked 
the Speaker Zinaida Greceanii for supporting and helping the village (September 23). 
Also, the candidates for the position of municipal councilor in Chisinau Alexandru 
Odintov and Dinari Cojocaru appeared in three news items: the former on September 
23 and 24, talking about the arrangement of a park on Maria Dragan street and the 
wrong placement of traffic lights, and the latter – on September 24, telling about the 
installation of tactile paving on some streets. 

Petru Burduja MP of PSRM appeared in two current news stories, talking about the 
arrangement of a park “at the initiative of the Socialists” (September 25), and about the 
rehabilitation of the Studentilor street (September 26), which allegedly have been 
possible due to the insistence of the Socialists’ group in Chisinau Municipal Council. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Ion Ceban (PSRM) was the most cited/mentioned candidate, being the protagonist of 
six dedicated news items. In contrast, other candidates appeared by two or three in 
one news item: Vladimir Cebotari (PD), Dumitru Tira (PPEM), and Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) 
– in one news story (September 25); Andrei Nastase (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) and Dorin 
Chirtoaca (PL) – in another story (September 23). The NTV Moldova news reports that 
directly or indirectly referred to candidates did not concern conflict situations and did 
not contain criticism of the competitors, except for one story (September 25), in which 
the reporter, citing an expert, claimed that voters were disappointed by the ACUM Bloc. 
In the coverage of the candidates’ election promises, reporters showed neutrality and, 
at times, critical approach to election competitors other than those of PSRM. For 
example, in the story about the launch of Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) into the campaign, it 
was mentioned that criminal proceedings have been opened against him, while in the 
case of other candidates their past was overlooked. Information about the Socialists 
was presented in positive terms, without critical approach or pluralism of sources. 



            

Thus, in the stories about the polls, the cited experts expressed opinions that were 
favorable to Ion Ceban (PSRM), while experts expressing neutral opinions or opinions 
in favor of other candidates were not cited (the stories of September 23 and 25).  

Further, in the news stories outside the election section, which presented infrastructure 
facilities made in Chisinau – parks, streets, playgrounds, – the claim that they were 
made at the initiative of the Socialists was not balanced with an opinion from the 
Chisinau Mayor’s Office, which actually built those facilities (the story “More parks in 
the capital,” in which Petru Burduja appears, September 25; the story “One more park 
arranged in the capital,” in which Alexandr Odintov appears, September 23). 

Most of the times, the station cited men as sources (25), having female sources as well 
(15), especially in the vox pop surveys. 

The language and images used 

Most of the news stories had a neutral tone, and the language in them was in line with 
news standards. 

 

Accent TV 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, the topic of general local elections was 
addressed, directly or indirectly, in 16 journalistic materials of the television station 
Accent TV, broadcast in the evening newscast Accent Info. Most of the materials were 
included into the section General Local Elections 2019, and they mainly referred to the 
program and solutions proposed for Chisinau municipality by Ion Ceban, the candidate 
of PSRM to the position of mayor of the capital. Outside this section, Accent TV 
broadcast materials that focused on the achievements attributed to PSRM’s councilors 
in the Chisinau Municipal Council. At the same time, Accent TV broadcast several 
news stories about the results of the sociological surveys launched during this period, 
which underlined that PSRM is in the top of voters’ preferences in Moldova, and Ion 
Ceban is in the top of “preferences of the residents of Chisinau.” The activity of 
President Igor Dodon was also intensely covered, in praising terms. The activities 
organized by Ion Ceban’s counter-candidates were mainly neglected.  

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

Accent TV directly addressed the topic of the 2019 general local elections in 11 
materials, seven of them being about Ion Ceban’s election program, the solutions 
proposed by the PSRM candidate for the problems of the capital, the results of the 
opinion polls that show him leading in the elections, and so on. In most reports that 
referred directly to the election campaign, Accent TV did not ensure impartial and 
objective news reporting. Ion Ceban was favored in all seven reports about him by 
means of the amount of airtime and favorable language. 

The biased nature of the campaign coverage consisted mainly in the selection of 
information from Ion Ceban’s election program, which was detailed in reports. For 
example, on September 20, Accent TV broadcast a report of almost 3 minutes 30 
seconds from Ion Ceban’s event of launching into the election campaign, a large part 
of it being the footage of the PSRM candidate presenting his vision regarding the 
development of Chisinau in the following years. Accent TV kept presenting Ion Ceban’s 
“modernization” program in long reports in the following newscasts, the PSRM 



            

candidate being cited, at the end of the report on September 23, with the following 
phrase: “We know what we have to do, we know how to do it, we know where to make 
money, give us this opportunity.” On September 25, in another material about the 
projects proposed by Ion Ceban, the journalist mentioned, “The candidate for the 
Chisinau Mayor’s Office presented to journalists impressive video images ...,” which 
can be considered a mixture of facts with opinions. 

Also on September 25, Ion Ceban was cited in a report from the event of the PSRM 
candidate for the position of mayor of Budesti commune in Chisinau municipality 
launching into the campaign. This report also cited two people expressing the same 
point of view about the launch of the PSRM candidate in Budesti – one of support. 

In contrast, most of the PRSM’s election opponents were not presented in separate 
reports, and some of them were only mentioned. For example, on September 26, 
Accent TV broadcast a material presenting several public events of election 
competitors launching into the election campaign. In the only material that covered 
several election events of Ion Ceban’s opponents, authors inserted an irrelevant quote 
from Dorin Chirtoaca’s speech, one that concerns the organizational process rather 
than his election program: “It is the first event of the PL and the undersigned, 
respectively, since we have been registered in the race for Chisinau Mayor’s Office. 
Therefore, I think it is right on our part to be open, transparent, and show our steps, 
our intentions, to inform the electorate about what will happen in the coming weeks, so 
that on October 20 everyone comes to voting motivated, open, determined to be able 
to elect the mayor of Chisinau and, respectively, the majority for the CMC [Chisinau 
Municipal Council].” 

Also during this period, Accent TV broadcast four materials presenting the merits of 
the PSRM’s councilors from the Chisinau Municipal Council in solving some of the 
city’s problems. For example, during this period Eugenia Ceban (Ion Ceban’s mother) 
was cited twice in two reports: “A helping hand” (September 25) and “Medical 
institutions more accessible for people with disabilities” (September 26). In the latter, 
the journalist said, “All these social initiatives were carried out at the initiative of the 
PSRM Fraction in the Chisinau Municipal Council, which made every effort to 
implement these projects.” PSRM’s councilor Alexandr Odintov is cited in two other 
reports. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, Accent TV did not broadcast materials 
containing accusations in the election context. Most of the election materials cited 
mainly PSRM candidates, Ion Ceban being cited most often, in six news items. Vladimir 
Cebotari (PD), Dumitru Tira (PPEM), Dorin Chirtoaca (PL), as well as Victor Chironda 
(“New Force” political movement) were mentioned once each. The majority of news 
stories presented a single point of view, and did not ensure pluralism of opinion. 

The sources cited were mostly men (28), women being rarely cited (4), which affected 
the gender balance. 

The language and images used 

The language and images used in the materials broadcast by Accent TV during the 
reporting period were in line with journalistic standards.  

 

RTR Moldova 



            

Involvement in the election campaign 

In the main daily newscasts between September 20 and 27, 2019, the television station 
RTR Moldova broadcast 20 materials about elections. Three of them covered the new 
parliamentary elections, and 17 covered the local elections. All these news items 
appeared in a separate section, clearly marked in newscasts – Elections 2019. The 
topics they covered were as follows: registration of candidates; presentation of 
priorities and/or reforms/activities that candidates are planning to implement if they win 
the elections; the Central Election Commission refusing to register a candidate; the 
results of the opinion polls carried out by the Association of Sociologists and 
Demographers and the Intelect-Grup Company. 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

During the monitoring period, no violations of professional ethics capable of distorting 
reality were found in the materials broadcast by RTR Moldova. 

The frequency of the appearance of some election competitors, the inclusion of direct 
statements (not paraphrased, or cardboard statements taken from their websites and 
Facebook pages) from the events organized by candidates, as well as the approach to 
information, denote this television’s preference for PSRM and its candidate Ion Ceban 
(5 news items dedicated to this election contestant). Andrei Nastase 
(ACUM/PPDA/PAS) was the subject of news in three materials, all presented in a 
neutral context. Victor Chironda (F9) was also the protagonist in two news stories, 
presented in a neutral context. Vladimir Cebotari (PDM), Dorin Chirtoaca (PL), Ivan 
Diacov (PN), Teodor Cirnat (People’s Will Party), Valeriu Munteanu (USB), Nicolae 
Balaur (independent candidate), Tudor Deliu (PLDM), Ion Terguta (ACUM Election 
Bloc), and Ana Gutu (PUN) appeared in neutral light, too. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

RTR Moldova provided airtime to the majority of election candidates and/or political 
parties, citing and/or mentioning them whenever there were election events. Most of 
the election materials broadcast during the reporting period presented the opinion of 
only one source. However, almost every time in relevant materials this television 
provided context information (background). During the monitored period, RTR Moldova 
did not broadcast any news about conflicts involving candidates in elections. 

From the point of view of ensuring gender equality, RTR Moldova gave priority to male 
sources (15) to the detriment of female sources (1), which is explained by the inclusion 
in newscasts of materials on candidates activities, the candidates being mostly men. 

The language and images used 

RTR Moldova did not use discriminatory language to speak of election competitors in 

its newscasts. As for the images, they were neutral and met ethical and professional 

standards. 

 

Pro TV Chisinau 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, Pro TV Chisinau covered in its main daily 
newscast the election campaign for general local elections and partially the campaign 
for new parliamentary elections. It did not place news on elections into special sections, 



            

but delivered them throughout newscasts. In the eight editions of the monitored 
newscasts, Pro TV Chisinau presented 23 materials about elections. Most referred to 
events dedicated to the candidates’ launching into the election campaign (especially 
those for the Chisinau Mayor’s Office), but also general topics about the election 
process, such as establishment of the order of candidates in the ballot. The 
parliamentary elections were covered in materials regarding the results of two opinion 
polls that showed the political preferences of voters. The preferences shown, however, 
referred to the possible candidates for the national district, not to those for the four 
single-member districts in which new parliamentary elections will take place. In 
addition, the names of Marina Tauber and Reghina Apostolova (Shor Party) appeared 
in election news once, when they were mentioned as candidates for the position of 
councilors to the mayor of Orhei municipality. At the same time, on September 27 Pro 
TV Chisinau broadcast a material unrelated to the elections, in which two competitors 
to the position of mayor of Chisinau appeared. Specifically, it presented the views of 
Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) and Vlad Turcanu (PUN) about the speech of the Moldovan 
President at the UN General Assembly. However, the two were not presented as 
candidates for the local elections, but as party leaders.   

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

Pro TV Chisinau presented topics about the election process and about the launching 
of candidates into the campaign in a fair manner. No candidate benefited from 
preferential treatment in election news stories, which could have been indicative of 
clear political partisanship. This television every time listed the candidates who applied 
and/or were registered for participation in the general local elections. 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, Pro TV Chisinau did not clearly favor or disfavor 
any candidate for the position of mayor of Chisinau, nor any other election actor 
presented in the news. Competitors were covered in a neutral manner in the materials 
that concerned them. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

In the monitored period, Pro TV Chisinau mentioned all the candidates who launched 
into the election campaign for the general local elections and/or those who were or 
were not registered to run for elections. In its election materials Pro TV Chisinau cited 
or mentioned the following candidates for the position of general mayor of Chisinau 
municipality: Ion Ceban (PSRM) - 12 times; Valeriu Munteanu (USB) - 10 times; Andrei 
Nastase (ACUM) - 9 times; Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) - 8 times; Teodor Carnat (People’s 
Will Party) and Valerii Klimenko (Shor Party) - 7 times each; Victor Chironda (F9) and 
Andrei Donica (“Speranța-Nadejda” [Hope] Movement) - 6 times each; Vitalii Voznoi 
(European Left Party) - 5 times; Ruslan Codreanu (independent candidate) and 
Vladimir Turcanu (PPR) - 4 times each; Alexandru Fetescu (PLDM), Dumitru Tira 
(PPEM), Vladimir Cebotari (PDM), Ivan Diacov (PN), Octavian Ticu (PUN), and Vitalie 
Marinuta (Green Ecologist Party) - 3 times each; Lilia Ranogaet (PNL) and Boris 
Volosatii (PDA) - 2 times  each; and Serghei Toma (PUM) - once. 

In materials about conflicts, which involved some of the candidates (Dorin Chirtoaca, 
Andrei Nastase, Valeriu Munteanu, Ion Ceban, Octavian Ticu, and Valerii Klimenko, 
but also competitors from Causeni and parties like PPEM, PSRM, and the ACUM Bloc), 
the TV station ensured balance of sources, citing all parties involved. However, in a 
material broadcast on September 24, in which the interim president of PPEM accused 
PSRM and ACUM of incompetence in governing the country, the reporter mentioned 
at the end of the story that “PSRM and ACUM did not come with a comment,” without 



            

proving that he had tried to obtain a comment from the representatives of the two 
parties. 

The ratio of sources from the gender perspective was, in the week monitored, net in 
favor of men (109 versus 7). 

The language and images used  

Overall, Pro TV Chisinau presented news about the election process and about the 
candidates registered/not registered for elections in a neutral and balanced language. 
The images it used did not violate the standards of professional ethics. 

 

TV8 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, 2019, TV8 broadcast 19 news items directly or 
indirectly related to elections. With one exception (the news report about the Promolex 
organization’s report on the use of administrative resources in the election campaign), 
all relevant news stories were included into the special section Elections 2019. One 
story reported about a candidate in parliamentary elections, while the others referred 
to candidates in local elections. The station covered the activities of the majority of 
candidates for the position of mayor of Chisinau municipality, including conflict 
situations. 

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

Overall, TV8 presented competitors equally, clearly having intention to present all the 
contenders to the position of mayor of Chisinau municipality. Thus, there was no sign 
of this station favoring or disfavoring any candidate, neither in terms of amount of 
coverage nor in terms of content. The TV8 audience could find out a little about several 
competitors: Ion Ceban and Andrei Nastase appeared in neutral election context three 
times – once with election promises and twice in the context of opinion polls. The 
candidate of ACUM/PPDA/PAS appeared once and in a negative context (September 
24, accused by Vladimir Cebotari of violating the legislation). Vladimir Cebotari and 
Octavian Ticu appeared in neutral context twice, and Dorin Chirtoaca, Dumitru Tira 
and Boris Volosatii – once each. Ruslan Codreanu was cited twice, both times in 
stories about the problems related to his registration for elections. Two other news 
items (September 23 and 24) reported about a candidate for the position of local 
councilor in Causeni being mistreated. 

Of the candidates for the parliamentary elections, only Ion Terguta (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) 
was present in a news report that addressed a topic of public interest – violations in 
the repairs of a road reported by the candidate. 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Many of the relevant materials on TV8 cited more than one source of information, and 
the station included not only the statements of election competitors, ensuring pluralism 
of opinion. The balance of sources was respected in all news items that covered 
conflicts or presented negative information about candidates. Examples: September 
27 – Octavian Ticu demands removal of the Shor Party candidates from the election 
race; September 25 – the news that Alexandr Nesterovschi, candidate for Balti Mayor’s 
Office, plagiarized a spot of Vladimir Zelenski; the news of September 24 about the 



            

appeal filed to the Central Election Commission by Vladimir Cebotari against Andrei 
Nastase. 

In the two news reports about a contender for the position of councilor in Causeni being 
beaten (September 23 and 24), TV8 journalists presented the views of all relevant 
parties. Also, in the report that Dorin Chirtoaca calls for the consolidation of pro-
European forces in the second round so that Ion Ceban does not win (September 25) 
and criticizes Ceban for leasing the Water Tower, all negative statements were 
balanced with the reply of his opponent. 

The absolute majority of sources cited in election news were men (31), women being 
cited only once. 

The language and images used  

In the election news of TV8, the language was proper and neutral, in an informative 
style. No manipulation of images or editing tricks have been found. 

 

Televiziunea Centrală 

Involvement in the election campaign 

Between September 20 and 27, Televiziunea Centrală intensely covered the election 
campaign for the local elections, having included 39 relevant reports into its main 
newscasts. The station had an election section in which it inserted topics directly 
related to elections, while also broadcasting materials indirectly related to elections. 
The biggest number of materials (12) reported about Marina Tauber and Reghina 
Apostolova, MPs in the Moldovan Parliament, who were divested of parliamentary 
immunity and are subject to investigation for involvement in bank fraud. They are on 
the Shor Party’s lists of candidates for municipal councilors in the municipality of Orhei. 
The station closely monitored this issue, returning daily with details of the investigation, 
court decisions, support actions by people, and so on. In addition, video footage of the 
party leader Ilan Shor was released, in which he spoke about the detention of the two 
MPs, launched accusations against the government, and urged people not to tolerate 
the current regime. The station also informed about some of the candidates in the local 
elections launching into the campaign and organizing election events, about the 
printing of ballots, about the process of elections in Orhei, about opinion polls and 
monitoring reports published by the civil society, and other issues.  

Impartiality and objectivity. Political partisanship 

About half of the news items analyzed (18 out of 39), especially those indirectly related 
to elections, such as the stories about Tauber and Apostolova MPs, were biased, and 
the positive attitude of the newscasters and reporters towards the protagonists in them 
was obvious. The materials were extensive, with context information and with sources 
that usually expressed the opinion of the Shor Party. Some news stories cited political 
analysts that expressed the same views about the subject matter. Bias was also found 
in the materials that presented Ilan Shor’s addresses to the government and the people 
(September 22 and September 26), in the story about the criticism of Andrei Nastase 
(ACUM/PPDA/PAS) for the way he launched into the campaign (September 23), in the 
materials about the request of Octavian Ticu (PUN) to withdraw the Shor Party from 
the election race (September 26) and about an MP’s request to erase the Shor Party 
from the list of political parties (September 27). 



            

The relevant materials usually favored the candidates of the Shor Party, who benefited 
from the election promises made by Ilan Shor on video, declaring that he personally 
undertakes to repeat the experience of Orhei in any city where the candidates of the 
Shor Party will win. Unlike other candidates in elections, whose activities were covered 
more briefly, in the case of Valeriu Klimenko, the candidate of the Shor Party for the 
position of mayor in Chisinau, a larger news story was produced, with interview 
elements (September 26), in which the reporter’s positive attitude towards the 
candidate was visible. 

Most of the materials about other election competitors were neutral, and no clear 
favoring or disfavoring of any candidates was noted. Some stories that seemed to be 
in line with journalistic standards had subjective subtitles, denoting the reporter’s 
negative attitude towards the protagonist (September 25 news about Ion Ceban’s 
election promises). Biased selection of context information was also noted. For 
example, in the material about the intention of Gheorghe Balan, former judge and 
currently interim head of the General Police Inspectorate, to request his reinstatement 
in rights, the accents were shifted so that the public was informed not about the 
reasons that were invoked at Balan’s dismissal from office, but about the fact that he 
is a relative of the Minister of Internal Affairs (September 24). 

Fairness and balance of sources / pluralism of opinion 

Among the candidates for local elections, most often Televiziunea Centrală 
cited/mentioned Andrei Nastase (ACUM/PPDA/PAS) – in 7 stories; Octavian Ticu 
(PUN) – 4 times, Ion Ceban (PSRM) and Dorin Chirtoaca (PL) – in 3 stories each. 
Other candidates were mentioned and/or cited once or twice. Televiziunea Centrală 
broadcast 17 controversial materials, and it failed to ensure the balance of sources in 
seven of them. In most cases, the station reported that the protagonists concerned did 
not answer the phone to comment, but it did not try to find other sources that could 
have commented on those topics. Most of the times the news about the protest actions 
in support of Marina Tauber and Reghina Apostolova remained unbalanced. All the 
materials in which they appeared were presented from a single perspective. Even if 
citizens, experts, lawyers were present in some stories, the pluralism of opinion was 
not ensured, as all actors supported the same views. 

From the perspective of ensuring gender equality, the balance tilted towards male 
sources (36), female sources being cited 5 times. 

The language and images used  

During the monitored period, the Televiziunea Centrală news stories were made in a 
proper language, and the images used were relevant and did not violate the standards 
of professional ethics. 

 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
Between September 20 and 27, 2019, at the 10 television stations monitored the 
following tendencies were noticed: 

• The majority of stations offered access to candidates in elections, who were 
cited and/or mentioned in news reports; 

• The majority of election materials were fair and unbiased, presenting 
protagonists in a neutral manner; 



            

• A large part of election materials mainly cited a single source of information, 
usually candidates, and did not approach the topics in depth by providing 
context information or by including other sources; 

• The absolute majority of materials were unbalanced from the perspective of 
gender equality, men being cited most often in the relevant materials; 

• Most of the materials did not obviously favor or disfavor any election contestant; 
• The public television Moldova 1 had a balanced behavior, giving access to news 

to the majority of the election competitors, without clearly favoring or disfavoring 
any candidate in elections; 

• Prime TV and Publika TV did not massively favor any candidate in elections, 
but they disadvantaged the candidate of ACUM/PPDA/PAS Andrei Nastase by 
selecting the negative context of the news concerning him; 

• NTV Moldova and Accent TV massively promoted the PSRM candidate Ion 
Ceban by broadcasting a large amount of news reports in positive context, while 
at the same time slightly disadvantaging his counter-candidate Andrei Nastase; 

• RTR Moldova slightly favored the PSRM candidate Ion Ceban by selecting the 
information included in the news and by the relatively large number of materials 
that covered his activities; 

• Jurnal TV offered airtime to all the candidates who carried out campaign 
activities, slightly favoring the candidate of ACUMPAS/PPDA An 

• drei Nastase through news regarding his activities as Minister of Internal Affairs; 
• Pro TV and TV 8 had a balanced behavior, without clearly favoring or disfavoring 

any election contestant; 
• Televiziunea Centrală favored the representatives of the Shor Party, slightly 

disfavoring Ion Ceban (PSRM) and Andrei Nastase (ACUM/PPDA/PAS). 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

• Broadcasters should use monitoring reports as self-regulation tools and should 
eliminate deficiencies, so that their activity be in line with legal standards and 
with the Journalist’s Code of Ethics. 

• The Broadcasting Council should take note and use the monitoring reports to 
evaluate whether the monitored TV stations respected the right to complete, 
objective, and truthful information. 

• The Broadcasting Council should develop intervention instruments and apply 
them promptly and efficiently in cases of violation of legal standards by 
broadcasters, in order to ensure proper information of voters through 
audiovisual programs. 

 

 


